Electroencephalography (EEG) is an extensively-used and well-studied technique in the field of medical diagnostics and treatment for brain disorders, including epilepsy, migraines, and tumors. The analysis and interpretation of EEGs require physicians to have specialized training, which is not common even among most doctors in the developed world, let alone the developing world where physician shortages plague society. This problem can be addressed by teleEEG that uses remote EEG analysis by experts or by local computer processing of EEGs. However, both of these options are prohibitively expensive and the second option requires abundant computing resources and infrastructure, which is another concern in developing countries where there are resource constraints on capital and computing infrastructure. In this work, we present a cloud-based deep neural network approach to provide decision support for non-specialist physicians in EEG analysis and interpretation. Named 'neurology-as-a-service,' the approach requires almost no manual intervention in feature engineering and in the selection of an optimal architecture and hyperparameters of the neural network. In this study, we deploy a pipeline that includes moving EEG data to the cloud and getting optimal models for various classification tasks. Our initial prototype has been tested only in developed world environments to-date, but our intention is to test it in developing world environments in future work. We demonstrate the performance of our proposed approach using the BCI2000 EEG MMI dataset, on which our service attains 63.4% accuracy for the task of classifying real vs. imaginary activity performed by the subject, which is significantly higher than what is obtained with a shallow approach such as support vector machines.
Introduction
Classification of EEGs is an important application used in various fields, such as brain function monitoring, medical diagnostics for epilepsy, seizures, and brain computer interfaces (BCI). EEG detects voltage fluctuations at the scalp, which is related to the neuronal activity in the brain, over time. A sophisticated setup that includes advanced computing infrastructure and trained physicians is often needed on-site for EEG interpretation for diagnostics and treatment. EEG is most often used to diagnose epilepsy that causes spikes or abnormal activities in the EEG recordings. According to WHO reports [1], epilepsy is a disorder more prominent in developing countries than developed countries and majority of patients in developing countries do not receive necessary treatment due to One way to automate the EEG-based classification is to use machine learning techniques. In the past, several machine learning techniques have been proposed for EEG-based feature learning/classification of brain states by carefully engineering features from the signals. An experienced and skillful scientist with domain knowledge is often required for hand engineering the features, as these features from the EEG recordings may not generalize to different subjects or tasks/situations. Moreover, it is a time consuming process.
Deep Neural Networks are characterized for EEG feature learning [8] , [9] . Also, with the advent of cloud computing in providing cost-effective way of performing software-as-a-service, we propose an economical way for analysis of EEGs in the cloud using deep neural networks to help physicians make better diagnoses. The patient's EEG recording trials are moved to the cloud after data acquisition. The collected data goes through a minimal preprocessing step involving bandpass filtering and power spectogram generation which uses short term Fourier transform changing the signal into frequency time domain. This 3D data with electrodes, frequency and time are fed to convolutional neural network with optimal hyperparameter setting. The results of the classification task are returned to the physician for his analysis to better his judgment. In this study, we describe our results on task classification on a BCI EEG dataset. Our motivation is to create and test a system that can be utilized by physicians around the world with minimal human intervention.
Method
In our experiments, we utilized Physionet's [2] BCI2000 EEG MMI dataset [3] that consists of 1500 trials from 109 subjects, who performed tasks such as opening or closing of their fists or feet, or doing both, or imagining doing so. Data was collected using 64 electrodes as per a 10-10 international system as shown in Figure 1 above. The sampling frequency for EEG data acquisition was 160 Hz. Out of 14 tasks to be performed by each subject, we considered 12 tasks which involved the subject to either perform a movement or imagine a movement. We used EEGs for 103 subjects in the study since 6 subjects had data annotations different from the dataset description.
Data preprocessing of the raw EEG signals is an essential task prior to feeding it to any machine learning system due to presence of noise and artifacts. Therefore, we applied a bandpass filter with the range of 3 Hz -30 Hz on the raw EEG data to filter out uninteresting frequency ranges. In order to treat each annotated trial segment (4.1 seconds long) as a sequence of stacked images, we generate spectrogram associated with each channel in the input trial with time segments of length 0.8 sec and sliding window of 0.05 sec. We used hanning window and NFFT of size 128 for spectogram computation. We averaged the power values over a frequency band of 2.5 Hz for the entire frequency range and computed the relative log power for each time segment. Relative power (RP) for i th frequency band is defined as real power (P) in a frequency band over sum of real log power in all the frequency band.
These aforementioned pre-processing steps are standard signal processing tasks and can be applied as an automated process to all incoming EEG recordings without any manual intervention. This pre-processing resulted in a 3D representation of the EEG input data, in which the dimensions are electrode channels, frequency bands, and time segments (Figure 1 ).
The prepared data on cloud was fed to a convolutional neural network (CNN). We utilized an automated mechanism to select optimal hyperparameters for CNN's architecture [4] . In our study, we used random optimizer [6] , [7] with the mechanism mentioned above. Parameters, such as number of layers, learning rate, type of layers, number of filters, and their size for the convolutional layer, probability range for dropouts were explored. Input to the optimizer were lower bound and upper bound for each of those hyperparameters. This model selection mechanism uses IBM "Deep Learning as a Service" [5] , a cloud-based service to run deep learning models. The pipeline returned a model with best validation accuracy for the classification task at hand.
Results
In our study, to create end-to-end pipeline for 'neurology-as-a-service,' we performed a classification task to determine if the movement of a subject is real or imaginary using the dataset discussed above. The prepared data consisted of 17232 samples and was split at the ratio of 7:3 for training and testing. A random optimizer was used for hyperparameter fine-tuning. The service returned a best accuracy of 63.4% by choosing the optimal model after 750 iterations. The layer configuration of the optimal model had 3 hidden layers: convolutional (conv) layer with 61 filters of size 5x5, a second conv layer with 69 filters of size 8x8, and a max-pooling layer (pool) with filter size 5x5 applied with a stride of 2 and learning rate of 0.001. Figure 2 shows the accuracy obtained using different hyper-parameter configurations as a function of iteration step using the random optimizer. Zero accuracy in some iterations indicates that the hyperparameter chosen by the optimizer did not result in a feasible network.
We also employed the hand-crafted 3D CNN model used in EEG classification reported in ref [10] , which comprises of 3 pairs of conv (filter size 3x3) and max-pooling layer (2x2, stride 2) with number of filters in conv layer being 32, 64, and 128 respectively followed by a fully-connected (fc) layer with size 512. This model returned an accuracy of 58.21% on validation set. The training accuracy obtained was 95.39%, suggesting that the automatically optimized 3DCNN model performs better in terms of overfitting compared to a hand-crafted architecture. In addition, our approach generates several different models yielding comparable performance.
In order to compare our results, we also ran a standard SVM on a 500-dimensional space, as obtained by performing principal component analysis (PCA) on the pre-processed data, which resulted in an accuracy of 56%. Thus, higher prediction accuracy obtained using a CNN model, in which hyperparameters are automatically fine-tuned using an optimizer, shows the potential of our proposed framework. 
Conclusion and Future Work
For the task of EEG classification we have proposed a cost-and time-efficient framework that requires minimal human intervention, which uses deep neural networks processed over cloud computing infrastructure and can be deployed in developing countries for diagnostics and treatment of brain disorders. As part of our next steps, we plan to use this framework on a dataset aimed at classification of epileptic seizures and/or pathological/normal EEG. We further aim to test the framework in developing work environment and improve the existing framework accordingly. We would also like to see how the framework performs using other hyperparameter optimization techniques including Bayesian optimization.
